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Abstract: A lightning protection system (LPS) of an urban 110 kV substation is designed
and analysed according to NFPA 780 and IEC 62305-3 standards. The analysis of the LPS
is established on the value of risk assessment. The total area of the plant is described by
one soil layer with uniform resistivity. This study aims to improve the understanding of an
unexpected manner of the grounding system beneath lightning currents by clarifying the
basic concepts of the lightning protection level and the new design procedure in this paper
was clarified according to NFPA-780 level 1 for a lightning protection system. The program
is integrated with the CDEGS software, which provides eﬀective geometrical modeling with
object and result visualization. Furthermore, module and automated fast Fourier transform
(FFT) is implemented in this study to simulate electromagnetic fields in the time and
frequency domains. These current values are compared to the desired protection levels
within the standards. The study results show that for the improved protection of the system
against lightning, the total power grid must be considered as a source of improvement for
studying shielding influence and the protection levels provided inside this substation.
Key words: CDEGS software, fast Fourier transform (FFT), IEC 62305-3, lightning protection system (LPS), NFPA 780 level 1

1. Introduction
A lightning protection system (LPS) is an extremely controversial subject. It is diﬃcult to
obtain realistic information on the capacity of the system even if precautions are accurately calculated. Lightning is a natural phenomenon that cannot be controlled by humans, but LPSs
are not. Lightning protection provides a path to direct high energy into the soil, which is
achieved by a grounding grid under the area to be protected. A lighting strike causes large
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potential diﬀerences in the electrical systems that are distributed one by one in the substation
grounding grid. In this study, a 110 kV substation is designed, and the lightning voltage and
current, and the LPS protection of the substation during a thunderstorm are calculated. The
designed LPS results in the reduced impact of lightning disturbances and improved robustness
of the grid substation. The assessment of the LPS is performed using traditional techniques
from the literature [1]. Lightning generates significant high voltage in transmission and distribution systems through direct strikes. These considerable voltage anomalies lead to line power
failure. Furthermore, modern developments have made it potential to outfit a solution to lightning problems, and also to minimize the total cost of the substation design [2]. These studies
and analyses are carried out to provide high protection for this substation. This model proposes a new design of electrical stations and is accomplished by modeling simulation using
the CDEGS software as shown in Fig. 1. In some cases, lightning aﬀects the upper part of
the substation, which does damage to most of the equipment inside the substation, leading to
a complete cessation of all parts of the substation accordingly, insulation error on a transmission line in front of the substation can cause a short circuit with high magnitude [3]. Electrical substations can be abnormal to sundry forms of voltage aberration. During the design
step, the engineer should select the risk level for which the substation is designed according
to the risk standard, its frequency, aﬃned to the basic insulation level chosen. To reduce the
occurrence of such specific risks copper was added to the top of one corner of the substation
[4]. In the paper, a new analytical implementation of lightning is presented. The primary circuit arrangement is the same as in [5]. However, the present implementation was extended to
include lightning surges on a 110 kV urban substation. To estimate the performance at the beginning of a lightning stroke, the frequency content of the lightning current stroke is used as
an approach of the first cycle. The time framework waveform is transferred to the frequency
domain by using a rolling sphere method [6]. The LPS is prepared by the keraunic level at
the natural status of the substation that is defined as the rate number of thunderstorm days
per year and is related to the density of flashes to the ground [7]. When lightning strikes the
main generation tower, a moving voltage is generated going back and forth along the tower
and this is reflected at the tower footing, which leads to a high voltage at the insulators and
intersections. In this case, the insulator will turn into a flash, if the transient voltage exceeds
its resistance level [8]. In high-voltage transmission lines, pollution flashover in metallic parts
(such as switches and insulators) is one of the biggest obstacles to be solved. Ionization gas
is used as a means of realizing the expected problems [9]. When the back flashover diﬀuses
in the transmission lines, leakage current is formed on the conducting layer, which in turn
gives a high temperature and humidity to the surface of the insulator. In this case, electric
brackets and leaks will appear on the insulator [10]. Most of the previous research that was
based on it shows that the excess voltage in the lightning is considered one of the main factors that cause annular flash and damage to the insulators in the transmission lines [11, 12].
The previous studies were taken to eﬀect the grounding resistance by metal-oxide gapless surge
arresters and the obtained results indicate the possibility of reducing the eﬀects of lightning
according to the mechanism of the lightning rod dependent to some case [13]. The presented
results prove the upgrade of the lightning performance of the 110 kV substation and were relied on some of the previous papers [14]. According to a lightning wave, processes that were
reached in a negative voltage wave with a steepness of 2 000 kV/µs spread outside of an arrester.
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The superimposition reflected from the arrester devices, causes the voltage at the substation
to maintain a constant value of 823 kV [15]. The international standard IEC62305–1 Ed. 2
[16] defines three types of lightning impulses relevant to lightning research and engineering
applications, these are: the first positive impulse, the first negative impulse and the subsequent
impulse. All these current waveshapes are mathematically described by using a special case of
the Heidler function with the current steepness factor [17, 18]. In this paper another mathematical function, other than the Heidler function, will model the first and subsequent lightning
return strokes according to [19, 20]. A lightning protection system for the evaluation of the
exact term for the lightning over a transmission line and substation ground grid is presented,
and its mathematical features are thoroughly discussed. Moreover, simulations are performed
with the aim of comparing this approach with the approximate formulas and testing their accuracy [21].
This substation was designed according to the yearly average flash density in the region
Ng = 10 (f/km square/year) depending on the international map of the lightning frequency
strike. In this study, three-dimensional 110 kV ground grid substations are applied, as well as
passing simulations in the CDEGS software and the assessment of the lightning eﬀectiveness
of the substation are performed. All calculations were conducted and analyzed according to the
international standards for the design of 110 kV substations. Moreover, the plan was built on the
full frames that provide high protection of the substation. For modeling, the lightning current
flowed into the ground.

2. Model and analysis
This paper presents the planning of a grounding grid for a 110 kV urban substation by
an MALT model using the CDEGS software. The area of the substation is 58.5 × 36 square
meters, and the soil resistivity is uniform. The depth of the layer is 3 m, and the value of
the soil resistivity is 2 000 Ωm. The introductory design of a 110 kV substation grounding
grid is represented as shown in Fig. 1, dependent to NFPA 780 level 1. When a lightning

Fig. 1. Lightning in a 110 kV grounding grid urban substation
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strikes this substation, a part of the lightning current passes into the soil through the down
conductor and its grounding device. However, if the lightning current is high, the insulator would be a flashover, and a part of the lightning current invades this station. Therefore,
this model was developed to handle the problems resulting from lightning strikes. We relied
on optimal measurements to obtain the preventive parameters like the touch and step voltages. We analyzed the basic rules to get high protection for the substation. We also discussed
if the substation needs an LPS. These steps are described in the remaining sections of this
paper.
2.1. Lightning protection system
A lightning protection system (LPS) consists ultimately of an air termination system (ATS)
that overheads the topmost parts of the model, with down-conductors and an earth-termination
system. For the protection standard selection, the IEC standard suggests the assessment of the risk
mentioned in [22, 23]. Four lightning protection levels (LPLs) for the assembly was realized to
satisfy the desired LPL eﬃciency class. For each LPL, a set of maximum and minimum lightning
current parameters is fixed. Each equipment includes level-dependent and level-independent
construction rules. Four classes of LPSs (I, II, III, and IV) are determined as a set of construction
rules, based on the identical LPL, we used the risk assessment to determine the class of the LPS.
If Nd ≤ Nc the system does not need an LPS, and if Nd > Nc , otherwise. The risk assessment
depends on the parameters shown in Tables 1 and 2. The main risks of lightning are studied
extensively using mathematical modeling and simulations. The structure of the substation is
designed by the CDEGS software shown in Fig. 1 and all calculations of risk assessment are
explained in the following.
Table 1. C coeﬃcient specification
Symbol

Relative structure location

Value

C1

Isolated structure

1

C2

Metals

0.5

C3

High value

2

C4

Risk of panic

3

C5

Consequences to the environment

10

Table 2. Model calculation of the LPS parameters
Symbol

Computation result of the parameters

Ae

Isolated structure

Nd

Metals

Nc

High value
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2.2. Lightning risk assessment
The risk assessment is performed to determine if the substation needs an LPS. For this, the
lightning strike frequency (Nd ) should be compared to the tolerable risk factors (Nc ). The comparison is conducted by the ratio between the acceptable risk and the lightning strike frequency.
If the calculated rate is 1.0 or higher, then an LPS is required, and if it is lower than 1.0, then there
is no need for an LPS. The application is through the NFPA 780-2008 edition [24]. The lightning
strike frequency to the system can be calculated as:
Nd = Ng × C1 × Ae × 0−6 .

(1)

The lightning strike frequency (Nd ) consists of the common area of the facility (Ae ), its
surrounding environment (environmental coeﬃcient C1 ), and the lightning flash density (Ng ) of
the city. The common area of the substation structure can be obtained as:
Ae = LW + 6H (L + W ) + 9πH 2,

(2)

where L, W and H are the length, width and height of the structure, respectively. At this substation,
the surrounding environment of the facility has an integral eﬀect, so the designed external
structure is critical to avoid the impact of lightning strikes, and all factors indicate that the high
protection of the station leads to full stability of all parts of the substation [25]. The tolerable
risk of the facility (Nc ) is determined by Eq. (3) and is dependent on the structure coeﬃcient
(C2 ), contents within the structure (C3 ), structure occupancy (C4 ), and lightning consequence
coeﬃcient structure (C5 ).
C1 × 10−3
Nc =
.
(3)
C2 × C3 × C4 × C5
Eqs. (1), (3) are used to determine the distribution of the lightning current amplitudes that
strike the shield wire. The structure is metal, and the coeﬃcients are shown in Table 1, according
to NFPA-780. Furthermore, after applying Eqs. (1) and (3) and Table 1, the result of the lightning
risk assessment will determine whether an LPS should be installed. From the results in Table 2,
we find that an LPS should be fixed because Nd > Nc or the ratio of Nd /Nc is greater than 1.
Three LPLs used in this study are based on the standards. All lightning parameters are essential
input variables for determining the influence of overvoltage protection. More recent lightning
strike measurements were obtained by the SES-shielded CDEGS software.

3. Lightning protection level
There are four classes of lightning protection systems (LPSs) (I to IV), as shown in Table 3.
The characteristics of a lightning protection system are determined by the characteristics of
the structure to be protected and by the considered lightning protection level. The standard
corresponding to LPLs is defined by IEC 62305-3. After that, to determine the protection level
class, the eﬃciency protection (E) is calculated to be 99% according to Eq. (4). A lightning strike
is uncontrollable. However, it can be detected, and lightning storms can be tracked [26, 27].
E ≥ 1−

Nc
.
Nd

(4)
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Table 3. Class of lightning level and eﬃciency in IEC 62305-1 [3]
Class of protection level

LPS eﬃciency

I

98%

II

95%

III

90%

IV

80%

3.1. Air termination system
An air termination system (ATS) is designed to prevent lightning damage to the substation. It
should be designed to avert uncontrolled lightning strikes to the protected structure, as ATSs can
consist of rods, spanned wire cables, meshes, conductors in the substation grounding grid.
We used air-termination rods according to [28]. When the surface requires some rod air
terminal units, we determine the air termination dependence as
√
d = 2 2r h − h2,

(5)

where: d is the distance between two rods (m), r is the radius of the rolling sphere (m), and
h is the height of the rods (m). At all events, earth-termination system designs with a considerable area between conductors and the soil buried deeply in the ground lead to lower stepvoltages on the surface than those that are less deeply buried or have shorter conductors. In
determining the situation of the air-termination system for variable surfaces: the first is the protective angle method for the height diﬀerence between two plan surfaces and the second is the
rolling sphere method for the height between more surfaces, in the cases of structures with
complex global volume. According to the standard DEHN shield, the determined height of the
air-termination rods h (m) is presented in Fig. 2(a). The penetration depth of the rolling sphere
is governed by the most considerable distance of the air-termination rods from each other [29].
Air-termination rods are used to protect the surface of the substation on the roof against a direct
lightning strike. The maximum lightning current depending on the value of the rod is shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. Value of the rods and maximum current dependence for level I
Parameter name

Computation result of the parameters

Unit

r

20

m

h

10

m

α

45

°C

Maximum lightning current

200

kA
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Model of the LPL [29]: description of the resulting value of the LPS between angle α and h (m) (a);
the minimum length of each earth electrode according to the resistivity and the LPS class (b)

3.2. Down-conductor systems
We hope to minimize the damage caused by lightning to this substation. It is necessary to use
a down-conductor system for the LPS. Typical values of the distance between down-conductors
and the LPS are shown in Table 5. All values are given by IEC 62305-3 [30]. In this system the
Table 5. Values of the down-conductor distances according to the LPS level [29]
Class of the protection level

Typical down-conductor distances (m)

I

10

II

10

III

15

IV

20
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down-conductors are placed in one of the corners of the 110 kV substation; they are distributed
around the perimeter. The down-conductors are connected directly to the substation. They are
installed directly onto the structure because of the temperature increase phenomenon during
a lightning strike to the LPS. If the wall is made of an ordinarily inflammable material, the down
conductors may be installed directly on or in the wall shown in Fig. 1.
3.3. Earth-termination systems
Earth-termination systems are an essential portion of LPSs. They must be designed to ensure
safe lightning current transition into the earth without generating step voltages on the surface
of the soil, which would be risky to human beings [31]. The attitude of an earth-termination
system under high lightning currents was studied to minimize hazardous overvoltages. This was
performed by many authors theoretically both in the frequency and time domains [32, 33]. In an
earth-termination system, the length of an earth electrode should be calculated according to the
class of an LPS, to determine the soil resistivity layer. For class I, the ρ = 2 000 Ωm and the
length of the electrode is 50 m as shown in Fig. 2(b).

4. Peak lightning current
Lightning currents that can pass through a direct lightning strike can be simulated with the
wave current of a waveform of 10/350 µs in IEC 62305-3. For class I, the peak value current is
200 kA, symmetric to the first short stroke LPS [34]. The lightning wave current can be jointly
explained by the attached double exponential function in Eq. (6) and Fig. 3. Also the Heidler
function is used. This can be seen in Eq. (7) [35].
i(t) =

I −αt −βt
e
e ,
η

)n
t h
τ1
I
t
i h (t) =
( ) nh e − ,
η
τ2
t
1+
τ1

(6)

(

(7)

where: I is the peak current (A), η is the correction factor, t is the time variable, α and β are the
time constants, τ1 is the rise time constant, τ2 is the decay time constant, nh is the Heidler steepness
factor. In this paper, to calculate the lightning surge, we used the parameter of double exponential
function representation of the lightning surge and subsequent current pulse wave as one of the
most widely used surge models for the lightning surge propagation in the transmission line and
grounding system shown in Table 6, and the Heidler approximation parameter is described in
Table 7, based on Fig. 4. The field methods are mostly more accurate than circuit or substation
approximation, but they take into account all electromagnetic phenomena. The calculation is
carried out for conductive structures with single earth electrodes in the earth with 2 000 Ωm. The
surge current distribution in the vertical and horizontal elements of the LPS is calculated during
a lightning strike to the corner of the substation.
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Fig. 3. Graph describing the double exponential-type function in the form of a 10/350 µs lightning waveform
using FFTSES-CDEGS software

Fig. 4. Graph describing the Heidler function in the form of a 10/350 µs lightning waveform
using FFTSES-CDEGS software

Table 6. Parameters for Eq. (6)
Parameter

10/350 µs waveform

I

8.3 kA

η

0.5

α

53 798.93

B

499 449.6

In this study, the eﬀect of high lightning current density that lead the grounding performance
was not taken into account, which is a path adopted by many researchers [36–39]. In high lightning
strike currents, the electromagnetic field in the earth electrodes is probably larger than the electric
power of the soil, resulting in breakdown. This mostly improves the grounding grid performance,
essentially in lower resistivity soil. There is no unanimity on the natural formularization that
takes into account the impact of this combination and patchy process as they are forced by the
necessary implied simplifications and presumption [40, 41].
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Table 7. Parameters used in Eq. (7)
Parameter

Heidler

Approximation

I

11.9 kA

η

0.93

0.93

τ1 (µs)

19

–

T2 (µs)

485

485

nh

10

–

5. Computation results
The computation step is mostly based on the use of the well-known SES shield to design the
substation according to the lightning specification, striking distance, and ground flash density.
The probability for a stroke current smaller than 12.52 kA is 15.571%. Additionally, the likelihood that there will be one failure per year is 1 per 0.0033%. All substation characteristics,
critical and intermediate values, are computed by the CDEGS software, as shown in Table 8
and Table 9 and Fig. 5. From the result of the risk assessment using the CDEGS software, the
summation area of a direct blow to the structure (58.5 × 36 square meters) is 2.229 m and the
overhead lines from direct strikes are 34.05 m. The CDEGS software first uses the fast Fourier
transform to draw the field lightning surge, as utilized in references [42, 43]. The modern methods
conducted in this paper to choose the appropriate solutions to represent the substation ground
grid were built on the basis of protecting the upper part of the earth station in accordance with
the paragraph 4.

Fig. 5. Risk assessment for lightning protection in the 110 kV substation
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Table 8. Substation characteristics using the SES shield
Parameter

Value

Unit

Voltage phase

110

kV

Basic impulse

1 850

kV

Mid-span height

26

m

Outer diameter of the conductor

25.4

m

Bundle spacing

0.460

m

Table 9. Intermediate and critical values used in the SES-CDEGS software
Parameter

Value

Unit

Withstand insulator voltage VC

1 850

kV

Equivalent bundle radius R0

0.204

m

Surge impedance Zw

499.4

kΩ

Critical current Ic

12.57

kA

Critical distance Sc

41.3

m

Height of the protection system Hg

58.5

m

Lightning surge per year

30594

1 per-years

Finally, step and touch voltages in the 110 kV substation present risk to anybody in the
substation owing to a lightning stroke. Thus, they were studied and represented based on the
basic values in the design to avert all risks arising from lightning, as shown in Fig. 6(a). After
the procedure of arrangement the system in the CDEGS software and studying the influence of
lightning on the 110 kV substations, the system was stable, predicated on the values described
in the system shown in Table 9. The most amount of the current was estimated based on the
impedance values that the substation needs to proceed to repair the faults. In the pass-through
process, previous studies indicate the potential of changing the current depending on the grounding
potential rise. In this study, we tried to find reasonable solutions to resolve the problems resulting
from the selection suitable values of the soil resistance and the characteristic of the soil. All
the forms in this paper signalize confirmed solutions to help their implementation. By far, the
maximum cost-eﬀective control of the assessment of high-transmission lines under a lightning is
the optimization of the shielding angle and the decrease of the grounding resistance. Furthermore,
for the 110 kV substation, the standard was updated using the CDEGS software to improve the
spacing rods.
Based on the results represented in this paper and according to all international standards
for the protection of high-voltage substations, it was concluded that the eﬀects of lightning can
be reduced using LPSs. In addition, Fig. 6(b) shows the summary of the study in terms of the
optimal representation of the calculation of step and touch voltages in the protection of the human
elements and equipment as well as all various types of 110 kV substations. This study indicates
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Status design for 110 kV using SES-CDEGS software: 3D-step voltage (a); 3D-touch voltage (b)

Table 10. Intermediate and critical values used in the SES-CDEGS software
Status

Maximum
value (V)

Computed
value (V)

110 kV grounding
grid status

Potential rise

5 000

498.3626

Acceptable

Touch voltage

1 005.2

252.8969

Acceptable

Step voltage inside the grid

3 553.1

10.4823

Acceptable

Step voltage outside the grid

3 553.1

13.0001

Acceptable

that the process of the analysis and follow-up eﬀects of lightning can be made with four levels of
protection algorithms, but level I is preferred for the use as it is good for eﬃcient treatment of
the eﬀects. Furthermore, in this paper, we clarified the analysis by the CDEGS software that can
process the problems and which in turn was implemented by supplementary stations depending
on LPS technique. According to the IEC 62305-3 standard of LPLs, the attachment through the
substation top and the grounded structure takes place for lightning stroke at a critical distance
from the construction. This distance was specified as the radius of the level applied in the rolling
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sphere shape of locating lightning down conductors on the structures. The analysis was used
according to [44–46]. The last paragraph in the abstract of this paper has been proven based
on the characteristic of the four protection levels, especially the first level, and this is shown in
Table 9, as the values of the surge impedance Zw and critical current Ic are the best values from
the perspective of reducing the eﬀects of a lightning strike.

6. Conclusions
In this study, a new design for a 110 kV grounding grid urban substation is proposed. According
to the optimization process, the LPS is calculated to be placed in the niche corner of the substation.
The stepwise execution for designing the earth grid was presented and the design parameters were
performed from the risk assessment using the SES shield in the CDEGS software. The results of
this study show that the representation of the substation includes the calculation of all parameters
that contribute to the appearance of any risks, which are considered to be correctly approved to the
international standards. The grounding grid was also computed against any hazards considered
in this study. A new design for a 110 kV grounding grid urban substation was optimized by a new
lightning level processed according to data and approximate computational methods, lightning
strikes on the system were reduced.
A substantial analysis of whether an LPS should be applied when a new substation is designed
or an actual structure is updated, was performed by the designer. It was concluded that the lightning
risk assessment is an instrument that can be used to determine if an LPS is required. Step and
touch voltages were evaluated considering the presence of a human being in the vicinity of a power
transmission station in terms of surface resistivity and the results revealed that the approximate
methods in this study are proper and reasonably accurate for determining a lightning voltage peak,
taking into account a horizontal grounding system.
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